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Most words are queen-graphable; each different letter can be placed on a chessboard in such a way that a chess queen can spell out the word in legal moves (no jumping over one letter to reach another, though). As Leonard Gordon demonstrated in the August 1996 Word Ways, one can use the same queen graph to spell out different words. How many different words? Since it is obviously easier to queen-graph short words, this question should be answered as a function of word length. One way to proceed is to take the commonest n-letter words in the English language, adding them one at a time until a single queen-graph no longer suffices. According to Kucera and Francis's Computational Analysis of Present-Day American English, the commonest two-letter words, excluding abbreviations like Mr. and spelled-out expressions like OK or TV, are: OF, TO, IN, IS, HE, IT, AS, ON, BE, AT, BY, OR, AN, WE, NO, IF, SO, UP, DO, MY, ME, US, GO, AM, DE, OH and DU. (DE and DU are usually found in names.) Using Dan Tilque's queen-graphing program, one finds that the first 26 words (through OH) can be accommodated in the first graph below. A more meaningful measure of difficulty is provided by the number of different letter-pair connections, which is 25 (NO and ON use the same pair of letters).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAMYG</th>
<th>D.L</th>
<th>LDSV</th>
<th>B.O.U</th>
<th>G.F</th>
<th>ABCDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.N.B</td>
<td>BUN.AW</td>
<td>I.A</td>
<td>A..W.L</td>
<td>...D</td>
<td>FGHIJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.ODE</td>
<td>FOT.HS</td>
<td>M.BW...</td>
<td>CF...D</td>
<td>CO.A.T</td>
<td>KLMNOZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUPRH</td>
<td>YR.EIM</td>
<td>O.EH.T</td>
<td>IHT.</td>
<td>B.R.N.</td>
<td>PQRST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRNY</td>
<td>.E.Y</td>
<td>USEY.</td>
<td>V..</td>
<td>UVWXY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning to three-letter words, the Kucera list is THE, AND, WAS, FOR, HIS, HAD, NOT, ARE, BUT, ONE, YOU, HER, ALL, SHE, HIM, HAS, WHO, OUT. Adding new letter-pairs one at a time, one dan queen-graph everything through the WH of WHO, again a total of 25 different pairs (second graph).

For four-letter words, consider THAT, WITH, THIS, FROM, HAVE, THEY, WERE, BEEN, WHEN, WILL, MORE, SAID, WHAT, INTO, THAN, THEM. Again, 25 different letter-pairs can be accommodated, the IN of INTO being the first to fail (third graph).

Finally, five-letter words can go as far as YE in YEARS using the list WHICH, THERE, WOULD, THEIR, ABOUT, OTHER, COULD, THESE, FIRST, AFTER, YEARS (fourth graph).
What about running text? The start of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address can be queen-graphed for 7+ words and 23 different letter-pairs, including the OU but not the UG in BROUGHT: Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth... (fifth graph). Checking Leonard Gordon's queen-graphable proverbs in the August 1996 Word Ways, the one with the largest number of different letter-pairs (30) is: Misery acquaints a man with strange bedfellows.

In theory, a total of 113 different letter-pairs can be accommodated in a queen graph (arrange letters in a five-by-five array with the 26th letter in the middle of one edge). This represents over one-third of the 325 = (676-26)/2 possible bigrams, but probably not enough to generate understandable text. How should the letters be arranged in the five-by-five array to maximize understandability?

WORDS AT PLAY: QUIPS, QUIRKS AND ODDITIES

The title of this marvelous book by O.V. Michaelsen echoes C.C. Bombaugh's 19th-century classic, Oddities and Curiosities of Words and Literature. Like the earlier work, it consists of brief examples of a large number of logological curiosa, with greatest emphasis on the classics: palindromes, anagrams and forms (mini-crosswords of various shapes) Michaelsen spent several years mining the puzzle literature, from the century-old British periodical Notes & Queries to a myriad of columns from 19th-century newspapers and privately-printed puzzle journals. He updated this historical material with such hot-off-the-press results as Chris Long's computer-generated word squares and a 1997 Games competition for word-unit palindromes. Appendices give the pseudonyms of hundreds of members of the National Puzzlers' League, plus the names and publication dates of scores of periodicals and columns. A sample of other contents:

Business names: Hannah and her Scissors
Personal names: Justin Tune (1947 Princeton chorister)
Oxymorons: random order, sunshade, military intelligence
Hotel sign: Please leave your values at the door
Replaced proverbs: abstinence makes the heart grow fonder
Devil's Dictionary: pollution-free car = emission impossible
Pseudo-antonyms: maternity dress/paternity suit

Published by Sterling for $12.95 (ISBN 0-8069-9791-5), this 240-page paperback should be on every logologist's shelf!